
From: Kevin Taylor <ohotsparky@gmail.com>
To: DTE Directors <directors@dte.coop>, board@dte.coop, ocmail@dte.org.au, 
oc@dte.coop,   assetmgmt@dte.coop, ConFest Facilitators 
<facilitators@confest.org.au>,   "DTE Governance & Statutory Compliance Committee" 
<gsc@dte.coop>
Subject: New road signs on site !
Date: Fri, 9 Apr 2021 20:29:38 +1000

Dear Directors and members

                  As facilitators of Front Gate and Ticketing / Tom
Robinson , Natalie Bull and myself’s top priorities is the SAFETY of the
volunteers , including their well being and nourishment .

                 Therefore to enhance the safety of the volunteers around
the Front Gate , Welcome and Tony's Tip Gate I have installed a number of
signs in preparation for our next possible gathering at Easter 2022 .

1.               A third of the way between the second gate and the lean-to
near the ticket office gate ,I have installed a large SHARED ZONE 40KM
speed limit sign followed a little way after that by a red PREPARE TO STOP
sign .

2.               Near the ticket office gate where the new one way road
starts , I've installed signs to direct the traffic left onto the new ONE
WAY road with a SHARED ZONE 10 KM speed limit . ( Market and volunteers
will go right via the old way to bypass any traffic . )

3.               After the road comes through the tree line at Box Creek
and splits into two one way lanes - the left being for "stay put" and "camp
with your vehicle" ; the right being for the car park and bus transport -
there is the SHARED ZONE 8 KM speed limit. Kevin Elliott is making up a new
sign to direct traffic left or right to go below this sign .

4.               At Tony's tip Gate there is a new STOP SIGN with a
reminder that this is still a SHARED ZONE 8 KM speed limit .

5.              At the greengate there are now two NO ENTRY signs
supporting the one way traffic system in the "camp with your vehicle" and
"stay put" areas .

These signs are to project a safe , professional and well managed traffic
management plan , supporting our application to the Council and other
authorities for permits .

      *With love* *Kevin*   0408 772 759
                Wellbeing Rainbow
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